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Sub.: REpower Systems AG wins order for up to 954 MW.
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Yours faithfully,

For Suzlon Energy Limited

Hemal A. Kanuga,  
Company Secretary.
Press Release
27 November, 2009

REpower Systems AG wins order for up to 954 MW

- Order for windfarm projects in Quebec, Canada
- Guaranteed minimum purchase of 748 MW
- Option for additional 206 MW
- Among largest wind orders in North America

Pune: Germany-based wind turbine maker REpower Systems AG, in which Suzlon Energy Limited through a subsidiary maintains 91% shareholding, announced the signing of a framework contract with EDF Energies Nouvelles and RES Canada which comprises the delivery of up to 954 megawatts for five projects in the Canadian province of Quebec, currently developed by the consortium Saint-Laurent Energies, a Montreal based wind energy company jointly owned by EDF Energies Nouvelles Inc., RES Canada Inc. and Hydroméga Services Inc. The contract guarantees a minimum purchase capacity of 748 MW for deliveries between 2011 and 2015, and has options for an additional 206 MW - taking the total order size to 954 MW.

Per Hornung Pedersen, CEO - REpower Systems AG said after the signing: "We are delighted that we can today announce the largest onshore contract in our company's history. The contract confirms our strategic partnership with our customers EDF EN and RES. This is a giant leap forward for REpower towards our establishment in Canada, and bolsters our intention of further growth in the whole of North America - Canada and the USA.

Mr. Tulsi Tanti, Chairman & Managing Director, Suzlon Energy and Chairman of Supervisory Board of REpower Systems, said: "This is a historic order, one of the largest in the North American market. It underlines the REpower value proposition not just as the world leader in offshore wind technology, but onshore as well. The order lays the foundation for strong growth in the region and gives us visibility into the mid and long term."
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